FAQs

TFM PriceProducer from
AgriVisor

You work hard to make your
farm thrive. We understand
you don’t have a lot of time to
waste, so here are the answers
to the most commonly asked
TFM PriceProducer questions.

1. What is TFM PriceProducer?
TFM PriceProducer is a managed contract for 2020 corn
and soybeans. AgriVisor executes pricing recommendations
from the independent risk management team at Total Farm
Marketing, starting on Feb. 1, 2020. The contract price is built
over the course of the contract year through incremental sales
supported by other marketing tools.
2. What are the advantages of a managed grain
contract?
• Work with your grain company and the convenience
and flexibility of grain contracts.
• Taking advantage of opportunities in the market in
advance of typical harvest lows through professional
risk management.
• Help managing price volatility and its impact on your
business.

4. H
 ow does TFM PriceProducer approach price risk
management?
Total Farm Marketing believes that the best marketing does
not rely on emotion and outlook, but on strategies that
prepare for both anticipated and unanticipated price moves.
TFM PriceProducer helps build a favorable average price
by staying as close to the market highs and as far from the
lows as possible. Over time, this means your positioned to
protect price and capitalize on opportunity through thoughtful
recommendations.
TFM PriceProducer:
• Leads with the most powerful marketing tool in your
toolkit, your grain in the field. The focus is on making
smart, incremental sales that work together and are
supported by other grain elevator marketing tools.
• Evaluates the market consistently with a rigorous,
disciplined process to remove emotional bias.

• Take steps to protect your farm from market
unpredictability.

• Develops an understanding of the range of potential
market actions.

• Enjoying the benefits of price risk management
without paying upfront costs or margin calls.

• Employs Market Scenario Planning,sm a proprietary
Total Farm Marketing methodology, to develop
strategies for multiple scenarios as the market unfolds.

3. Why would I choose TFM PriceProducer?
The people on the TFM team have two decades of experience
being price builders, not traders. They focus on providing
a common-sense, farmer-first approach, which you can
take advantage of through a managed grain contract with
AgriVisor.

• Uses math and analysis to create strategies that help
support farm marketing.
• Develops marketing decisions that work in concert over
time.
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5. What kind of performance can I expect?

8. How does TFM PriceProducer handle basis?

As with any risk management, performance can never
be predicted. That being said, our goal is to provide
more opportunities for farmers . For the first full year of
recommendations, which exclude basis and contract fees, and
ended October 30, 2018, corn (1 year) was at $3.80 vs. the
$3.67 benchmark and 2018 soybeans (1 year) was at $9.32
vs. the $8.64 benchmark. The benchmark for both contracts
is the daily average close for the month of October for each
respective crop.

TFM PriceProducer does not offer basis advice as part of
the price management recommendations. AgriVisor or your
elevator can help with questions specific to basis for your
contract.

6. How will you communicate how I’m doing?

10. Where do I go with questions?

AgriVisor will provide monthly progress reports to help you
understand decisions that have been made and how your
grain commitments are positioned. In it, you’ll also get a highlevel overview of the factors that the Total Farm Marketing
team is watching.

TFM PriceProducer never wants to get in the way of the
strong relationship you’ve built with AgriVisor and your
elevator. That’s why the TFM PriceProducer team will work
regularly with them to make sure you’re informed and have
all the answers you need.

7. When does the contract begin and end?

11. Which grains can I contract?

The beginning and end dates depend upon which contracts
you are signing up for. The dates and contracts are as follows:

You can contract 2020 corn and soybeans.

February 1, 2020 - October 15, 2020
• TFM 2020 Corn (1 yr., Feb. start)
• TFM 2020 Soybeans (1 yr., Feb. start)

9. How much does TFM PriceProducer cost?
The cost varies per contract - see your merchandiser or
elevator for details. Your enrollment fee is withheld at
delivery. You’ll never write a check for this contract.

12. How do I sign up?
Talk to your local merchandising team. They have everything
you need to begin with TFM PriceProducer.

Contact your local grain merchandiser for
TFM PriceProducer.
TFM PriceProducer is a service of Total Farm Marketing Inc., a publishing company, and is
offered by AgriVisor. Presented for solicitation.

137 South Main Street
West Bend, WI 53095
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